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Abstnact

The 4ks response functlon Xr ls calculated for the ld electron
system in the presence the Unklapp electron-electron scattering. It is
shown that the power law behaviour of Xr on hlgh temperatures and
frequencies gives place to the saturatlon below the Umklapp gap l\3.

The ld systen with weak electron-electron coupling has been
extensively studied ln last decades both theoretically and
experirnentally (in the framework of quasi one dirnensional rnaterlals).
Various instabilities were found in these systerns depending on the
strength of various electron-electron scattering processes, usually
described trough corresponding matrix elenents grr gzr gzt Sr [1]. A
particular sltuation occurs uhen the electronlc band ls haLf fllled and
the Fermi wave }ength E=Vlf/k, ls four tfunes the lattlce constant. Thie
leads lo the Unklapp electron-eLectron scatterlng descrlbed by 9e.
Physical reallsations of such system may be found in Bechgaard salts
where the Umklapp originates frorn the potentlal produced by anions
which are periodically arranged along the chains [2].
The effect of the Umklapp is to introduce a gap As lnto the
excitation spectrun for the charge degrees of freedon. As a consequence
various (CDW, gDW, singlet and triplet superconductivity) reaponse
functions of the system change their behaviour for u2T(A3. Generally,
lhese response functions are described by power J.aws and a thunb rule
was establlshed [1]r[3] re]ating the exponents in absence and presence
of ga. In partlcular, for the 4kr response function
X1

(k,<,r)=

F.T. of (-i)([O.(r<,t),O.(O,O)]>

Oa(x) * f rf (x),l,r,i(x)t=.1 (x)?"r (x) + h.c.

/

it says that the .rU" -z behaviour[l]r[3] (at T=0) should be replaced
[3] bV r,;-2 divergence In the presence of 9s. Sinilar behavlour is
predicted as a function of ternperature for o=0" Experimentally the
behaviour of xe(T) should be seen through the tenperature dependence of
the lattice dlmerization since the dinerization f,iel-d u couples lo the
electronic {ks operator Oe as [3]
Ho"* = crJdx u'O.(x)+ H.C.
leading to the effective Unklapp 9r=930+16.1. However, the T-2 dlvergence
not observed experimentally [A]. Here we reexamine the effect of
the Unklapp on xe and show that, actually, the gap as removes the
divergence ln Xr lnetead of strengthenlng lt. To lllustrate the main
polnt we consLder here only 7L at o=0 and T=O (Exact frequency and
Lemperature dependences nay be obtained for the special values of the
electron-electron coupllng constants {Luther-Enery Itne) t5l). The
chapge of the ground slate energy 6Eec of the systetn due to the Umklapp
nay be in fact found exdctly -for gl snall with respect to 91 and 92
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and for g2-ga/2 positive which corresponds'presumabry to the situation
in organic conductors [2]. Two steps are invorved in the carculation.
First is the bosonisation of the erectrgnic Harniltonian which reads to
the separation of spin and charge degrees of freedom t6l. unklapp
enters in the charge part onry. second step is the nrapping of the
charge part of the Hanrlltonian on the massive Thiming nodel for which
the ground state was found using the Bethe Ansatz
More detaited
calculation wilr be published ersewhere [b]. Here [?].
we give onry lhe
final resurt for x6 which is obtalned .as a second derivative of the
ground state energy with'fespeit to g.,
Xr{cr0} = O(Oe}/d9e = dzdEoe{9a)/bS."
C
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and fgn arid C are known functions of gtt gzr g1 and
vs,. In the vicinity of the LE line f,gn coincides with [- that enters in
the high tenperature (freguency) exponents tll,t3l and c is close to 1.
rt should be noted that the obtained response function xr ls of the
same form as in the system without the urnklapp but with As substltuted
for T or o. For 1-2iign-o (LE line) the problem ls analogous [b] to the
Peierls problern for spinress fermions and 6iEse and x. may be found
without resorting to the Bethe Ansatz solution. The same substltution
works in that case.
using the result for xc the change of the grouncl state energy due
to Unklapp nay be expressed as dE13E-(t/21.Q'a= X.(A"). Thls resembles to
Lhe expression for Lhe contribution of thU umklapp to the free energy
at T>>,:*, the difference ls again just ln the substitution[g] of as for
T in;ir. Notlng that dEes is llnear ln u for oor((gro it ls reallzed
lhat finite ,<.a in the systen wlth urnklapp inplies flnlte optimat
dimerization. The optinar varue for u is oblained on minimizing the sum
of the $E.s and the latlice elastic energy moLu'. The result may be
expressed in terms of Xr as
Here As=93/8ff\s
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